		


Let’s not wait  until our time is almost gone
and we have to speak our truth to each other 
in shortened ways
Let's not live as is this moment will be here forever
Instead, let us look with clear eyes
and with nothing between our being together
Knowing all this time, all this life is passing
brings a keen, lucid sense to our pleasure
brings our caring fully to life
allows us to rest in meaningfulness
and all of our words become words of love!



Now I am a voice  of all those who never sang
who never had a chance open up to speak
My grandparents, my long ago forgotten ancestors
my flesh and blood relations, 
and those who are mute, distant
walking vacant  transported to another sphere 
even while they are here with us
and all the attempts that could not find language
pressing fierce  having urgency and having no form
All this weight moves in me
this brief time belongs to all of us
it is stalked after
with quiet  almost invisible breath watching
long waited  cooly sought after
Once in a rare time  the way opens
and we come rushing out  in a startled, ecstatic
triumphant release  out into the open
the birth after hundreds of years  
and the child is already a man
or a whole continent
with fully developed traditions of waiting and cultivating
as its eyes and ears
voices and hands  to work  to make offerings
All this born in a moment's time
now you know why words can rearrange whole landscapes
inside and outside
So much has waited to become this form
for so long and with so many lives
that when they gather  a point comes
when every one of us can feel their presence



Rapid-fire gunshots at night
people smoking crack on my front steps
diesel bus blowing exhaust
people sleeping in doorways

I need to know this

You don't find these things in
a quiet forest, a secluded beach
although the world is that too
there is more
and already I forget too easily:

a self-absorbed business person, 
stressed out and rude
an angry young man
with a radio on his shoulder
degrading images of women
on billboards, telephone poles
people walking around talking to themselves

As long as such things exist
I want to know about it
I need to be here to remember

violence, 
people ignoring each other
hardly anyone thinking ahead

I know there is this all over the world
and the evidence is right here in front of me
So I need to be here 
where I can feel fear, 
sadness, and hope
and more and more of a determination 
to work

This is the best place to be




I won't refuse sadness  I know
this can become something we need
When held close  guarded
fed with reason for hope
a pearl may emerge  this worth
out of not-abandoned grief

And I will stay  with you
loyal  no end
My joy grows from this
and seeing too the knowledge of what can be

And I breathe  smoothe breath  
beneath the ash  
of doubt, materialism
on the smoldering sense that can become alive again
as new days  dancing in open fields

O, I can look at you
I don't have to run
because you're not just what you say,
what you admit yourself to be
I know your secret
and it's why I can remain
with no fear:

This becoming needs your presence,
and light,
until releasing  rain to replenish
all worlds
all bodies and souls




If you suffer, friend, let me be with you
This is the ground from where I have grown
the shell I flew out of
the substance I have eaten and transformed
Anguish, turmoil, desperate, unknowing choices
these I have swallowed and known
Craving, anguish, egotism, flavors consistent
everywhere they are found
Instead of sorrow, hurt disabling
A striking clarity moves steady hands to work
for what is needed  with no thought of success or failure
hands know only to work   ongoing work without
hesitation or pause   This is nature




There is no rose in this garden
only the force behind a river of form
Branches are bare, like bones
and everywhere  the fragrance of your immortal spring
On the ground, withered leaves  becoming earth
and everywhere  the bouquet
your telling presence
You would hide from me  beneath the secrecy of winter
but the blume of all the kindness you give, reaches me
and I follow the redolent turn of this day
and follow the turn of its' long and slow
continuous breath



When I'm beaten down 
and the wolves approach
the ones I guarded in my thoughts
step forward to protect me
They emerge from between the layers of my skin
They come out from my breath,
looking fierce, confident,
and they set a halo of peace around me



Tonight  I’m a lion-cub in the wilderness 
scratching the ground for food
crying out that I’ve been left alone by my ancestors
to learn to thrive if I can
I turn all my despairing out in to the night
and the air fills with the scent of my family
and I hear lion sounds
having released from this body the instinct to awaken
and the night creatures scatter…
I carry this with me, now I know
I am alone and
my whole family is with me




Imagine an underwater system of channels
one channel opens
and the stream of cool, pure water can be felt moving through
felt all the way back to its source
Contacting a spiritual tradition can be this way
the clean, clear life moving through
felt in this very place, and known to its origin
Teachers, practitioners, deities, protector spirits
virtues faithfully maintained
and given forward through lives
We are welcomed by this, our family
They are eager to assist the awakening life
the heart becomes very quiet watching this work
this far reaching, unceasing compassion

They speak behind their words
move behind the curtains of form
in silence, shaping
All of this is given to you, it is immanent
the life within the life



Avalokiteshvara
A being of great spiritual joy
having within herself vast stores of goodness and health
nutritious, sustaining life, great love
She knows her own nature, in truth, is kindness
rich in the life that is healthy and beautiful
happiness, calm and deep
peaceful fulfillment, complete within
her serene nature is creative



Who among you will be the brave?
able to stand he ridicule
contempt of your peers
Who among you will stand apart?
know the hunger
the cold isolation
Who among you will sacrifice
certainty  set patterns
and serve something higher
Who among you will face the terror
the creeping exhaustion  holding on
through nights of cruel doubt
Who among you will chance
to reach the prize  the richness
Who among you will be the bold of heart
not chastened by the blind plague
materialism that stings
that leaves the gifted forgotten to the bare winds outside
Who among you will leave your home  with no promise of return
with only the thought that some, who have endured
have at last held beauty in their hands



They speak in you they speak in me

their powerful words 
and strong hearts
live
literally
and have not been bound by the 
passing of their bodies
we renew with our own breath
the older family
the thoughts and dedications

They, the spirits
have changed in shape and sound but
they live
in us
they speak in you they speak in me
can you hear all the voices that have become your own?
we are rich because of they
and what has gone before is here  fully present
never died  only changed
here as our flesh and as our eyes
the strength and kindness and wisdom
sport no separate claims
because it is being passed down
a communal family treasure
reach in and hear  the voices that have become your own
voices from the other side of our birth
that will keep resounding
and hear it with laughter, and comfort
